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Introduction.
We’ve supported many vendors in RFP and ABM 
situations, what we’ve seen is that without fail 
although they know they need to think like the 
customer it’s a built-in behaviour to talk about the 
technology and their technical solution. 

This inevitably misses the challenges that a manufacturer 
has and weakens the relevance of how the vendor can help to 
solve the big-ticket issues that are driving the IT need. 

By understanding what the central challenges are that a 
global manufacturer is facing and building your story around it 
you can demonstrate your in-depth knowledge, the business 
value you can deliver and how you’ve done it before. This then 
enables you to position your organization’s technical solution 
in the right context as the winning approach.

We’ve picked the three most common challenges 
manufacturers typically face and vendors seem to overlook 
in these types of situations to give you food for thought.
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Challenge 1: 
Protection of 
brand equity.
Protection of brand equity
For many consumer-led brand manufacturers their brand  
equity is everything – their organization is built around their 
product brands. As many expand operations globally to reduce 
costs or to take advantage of emerging markets the control of 
their production processes and product quality is paramount.

It’s common for manufacturers to have challenges in this area 
for example when transitioning production from a European 
established base to the Philippines or South America.  
In this instance, you should consider how you build your 
story around how systems and technology help to get the 
production right quickly and how do multiple sites link to give 
greater consistency, visibility and control capabilities. 
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Challenge 2: Managing 
operational scale.
Managing operational scale 
Most large manufacturers have an 
extensive list of production sites  
and business units often acquired  
through M&A. This creates a complex 
organization of disparate sub-businesses 
and systems where change is hard  
to implement and simple clarity at a  
top-level is complicated to gain.  
In this instance, a route to take is to build 
your story around the management 
and integration of disparate systems 
bringing many large complex separate 
operations together to share 
information, services and processes.
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Challenge 3:  
Decision-
making and 
control
Decision-making and control 
All manufacturers will have an enormous 
amount and volume of data to manage, 
interpret and act on in terms of production 
control, financial information and supply 
chain management. Managing this 
complexity at speed is critical for production 
capacity and margin. In this instance, clearly 
the route to take is to build the story around 
the eco-system of the organization and 
its systems and technology capabilities 
to integrate streams of data and deliver 
insight that can be visualized and used 
for decision-making and action. 
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Some closing thoughts.
There are many challenges manufacturers can have, we can’t explore them 
all and we could go into much more depth on each of them, but there are 3 
simple steps we take in any RFP or ABM situation however complex:

• Identify and understand the business 
and organizational challenge 
that is driving the IT need

• Identify the business stakeholders  
and the language needed to  
enable business stakeholders and  
decision-makers to understand what 
you can deliver and the benefit to them

• In your communications be clear 
and lead with the business benefit 
first supported by the IT solution

At The Craft, we help our clients 
navigate these complexities. 

Take a look at: 
www.thecraft.consulting 
to find out what we do and who  
we are.

Business benef t f rst

Business 
challenge

Business language
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Confidentiality and Copyright: The Craft produces ideas, designs, code, 
intellectual property and proposals plus introduces partnerships, media, 
celebrities and contacts in good faith for existing or new clients / business. 
Copyright of all information and attachments originated by The Craft 
belongs to The Craft and cannot be executed or used fully or in part without 
the consent of the Company and, if appropriate, The Craft reserves the 
right to charge a fee. Should the recipient wish to use ideas independently a 
fee will be negotiated with The Craft. Content should be read by addressee 
only and not forwarded to any third party without consent.

The Craft is a strategic consultancy that helps  
clients to compete at the very highest level  
and build a sustainable competitive advantage 
in their markets. We deliver Strategic 
Differentiation to set businesses, products, 
or services apart from their competition. 
 
The Craft creates compelling stories that  
make its clients truly different from others,  
and reinvents the way they engage with  
their demanding audiences. It thrives on  
complexity and change, is meticulous  
in leveraging insight, and experienced in 
moving the best buyers to your brand.

Mark Wiseman-Smith
Business Strategy Director
Email: mwisemansmith@thecraft.consulting
Twitter: TheCraftMWS


